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Considerable effort has been expended by easy-to-understand form for personnel not
nuclear power plants in the preparation of their familiar with risk methodology. Additionally,
Independent Plant Evaluation (IPE) programs.
The result of these projects is the generation of pipe and instrumentation drawings can be
very useful information concerning plant retrieved by the user and displayed as a
operations, states, availability and risk. The reference tool.
potential application of this information is often
unrealized due to the unwieldy form of the data 1.0 INTRODUCTION

as reported in the IPE. Plant personnel would
benefit greatly from quick access to risk Considerable effort has been expended by the
information as a means of supporting day-to- nuclear power plants in the preparation of their
day decisions, but the information exists only Independent Plant Evaluation (IPE) programs.
in a difficult to understand and inaccessible The result of these projects is the generation of
form. There is a need to translate the costs very useful information concerning plant
invested in Probabilistic Risk Assessment operations, states, availability, and risk. The
(PRA) projects into a useable tool for plant potential application of this information is often
personnel. unrealized due to the unwieldy form of the data

as reported in the IPE. Plant personnel would
This paper describes a software tool developed benefit greatly from quick access to risk
by ARD Corporation to be used by plants to information as a means of supporting day-to-
assist in determining the operational risks and day decisions, but the information exists only
benefits associated with modifying the plant in a dficult to understand and inaccessible
state during normal and off-normal operations form. There is a need to translate the costs
for performing maintenance. This tool invested in Probablistic Risk Assessment
integrates a relational database with an easy-to- (PRA) projects into a useable tool for plant
use graphical user interface and several unique personnel.
software features. The result is a responsive,
easy-to-understand tool that integrates an This paper introduces a tool to be used by the
organization's PRA/IPE into the operational plant to assist in determining the operational
and maintenance needs of the station. risks and benefits associated with modifying

the plant state during normal and off-normal
The Global Risk Management System is operations for performing maintenance. This
designed to allow the user to evaluate the risk tool integrates a relational database with an
associated with current and proposed plant easy-to-use graphical user interface and several
states. The impact of changes in plant unique software features. The result is a
configuration, operational modes and responsive, easy to understand tool that
equipment availability are assessed from a risk integrates an organization's PRA/IPE into the
management perspective, but displayed in an operational and maintenance needs of the

station.
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2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION specific displays provided to the user are noted
in Figure .

The Global Risk Management System
(GloRiMan) is designed to allow theoperator 3.0 SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROGRAM
to evaluate-the isk associated with current and FEATURE
proposed plant states. The impact of changes
in plant configuration, operational modes and The Global Risk Management system is
equipment availability are assessed from a risk designed for stand-alone or Novell Network
management perspective, but displayed in an operations. The user is not required to type
easy to understand form for personnel not but, instead, communicates through a point and
familiar with risk methodology. Additionally, click interface. P & Ds are provided as a
Piping and Instrumentation Drawings (P&IDs) reference tool for use by the operator.
can be retrieved by the user and displayed as a Additionally, on-line technical specifications
reference tool. can be integrated into the database.

The system is a practical and useable tool Specific performance features include the
which assists in establishing maintenance ability to prioritize preventative maintenance
prioritization, helps the plant conform to tasks based on CDF or FSR Risk. Corrective
technical specifications, and identifies dominant Maintenance priorities can also be established
risk initiators and components. The system based on CDF or FSR risk. Finally, the
runs on several different computers. system identifies both dominant risk initiators

and risk components.
A system diagram is shown in Figure 1. There
are three main components: the PRA Analysis 4.0 USER INTERFACE
Code, the Database Module and the Graphical
User Interface and Module Manager. The PRA 'Me user interface consists of five screens: the
analysis code is used to calculate the risk main menu, dominant risk failures, dominant
associated with a given plant state. Calculating risk initiators, return to service (in progress)
the risk however, for every plant state would maintenance, and proposed maintenance tasks.
require extensive computer time. A more Each screen is summarized below.
practical method was needed in order to make
available a limited number of "most likely" MAIN MENU - The main menu has the
plant conditions. As a consequence, a list of following major features:
these plant states was generated and risk values
were precalculated. These calculations reflect - Allows the user to select equipment a�
various combinations of available or available, unavailable, or for preventive
unavailable component or system states, such maintenance (PM)
as a specific pump taken out of service. These - Allows the user to view simplified P&IDs
precalculations form the foundation of the for selected equipment
database, the second major component of the - Allows access to other screens used in
system. One of the potential drawbacks of this Global Risk Management
approach is that the user may want to know the - Displays the nominal risk associated with
risk associated with a state that has not been the plant (also called 'average annual risle)
precalculated. However, the advantages of - Displays the risk values for the selected
providing immediate, rapid response to a broad unavailable equipment
range of likely plant states far outweighed the - Allows for printing of the main screen
cost of a longer delay in deriving a unique plant - Provides access for on-line help
state risk value. The third major component,
the graphical user interface, coordinates the When Global Risk Management is first started,
presentation of P&II)s (Piping and the user is presented with the main screen. The
Instrumentation Drawings), provides access to user designates equipment as available,
various Help features and a system dependency unavailable, or for proposed maintenance. The
matrix which will be discussed below. The user makes these selections by clicking on the
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FiGURE 1. Global Risk Management System Configuration

system/component name and selecting the system is unavailable, the user must decide if
appropriate choice from the pop-up menu. All the entire system is unavailable from a PRA
systems/components are initially selected as standpoint. The drawings aid the user in this
available. As items are selected as unavailable decision. The on-line help feature provides
or for preventive maintenance, the item name additional information if needed.
appears in the main screen. In addition, a red
'U' appears next to the items selected as The color scheme for each display is important.
unavailable and a red appears next to the As equipment is selected as unavailable, Global
those items selected for proposed maintenance. Risk Management quickly searches to see if
A red appears next to those items that are that particular run is located in the database. If
dependent failures (Global Risk Management not, 'Not in Database' is displayed. If the run
calculates which failures are dependent). is available in the database, the risk values are
Torernove the item from the list, the user must shown, both in absolute terms and as
merely choose 'Available' from the menu that referenced to nominal isk. The color of the
appears when clicking on the item name. boxes indicate the relative risk associated with
Finally, P&IDs are available by selecting the equipment selected as unavailable. Green
'P&ID'from the pop-up menu. These displays indicates acceptable risk, white indicates
show the user, who may not be very familiar moderate risk, yellow indicates high risk, and
with the PRA/IPE process, what equipment is red indicates unacceptable risk. This color
grouped in the system. For example, a scheme corresponds to the color-coding used at
charging train includes several motor-operated Zion Nuclear Generating Station and can be
valves (MOVs), the charging pump, and tailored to any plant.
numerous lengths of pipe. If any part(s) of the
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DOMINANT RISK CN321BUTOR DISPLAY items were initially selected as unavailable, then
the two items would be compared. The item

The don-driant risk contributor display has the providing the largest reduction in risk when
following major features: repaired is displayed first, followed by the item

providing the next largest reduction in risk.
• Allows the user to view risk dominant This risk hierarchy continues for all items

initiators and risk dominant components selected as unavailable on the main screen. The
• Allows access to other screens used in resulting list informs the user which item

Global Risk Management should be corrected first to minimize risk. The
• Displays the nominal risk associated with user must take into account the time required to

the plant fix items. This information is not included in
• Displays the risk values for the selected Global Risk Management and is left for the

Iunavailable'equipment user to consider. This prioritization is
• Allows for printing of the current screen performed for both CDF and SRF.
• Provides access for on-line help

PROPOSED MAwmNANCE DISPLAY
This display provides the risk dominant
initiators and risk dominant components for the The following are the major features of the
selected equipment. The user can view either proposed maintenance display:
risk dominant initiators or risk dominant
components by using a pop-up menu. Global - Allows the user to prioritize proposed
Risk Management displays the top 15 or down maintenance based on risk
to 1% of occurrence. The name, risk, - Allows access to other screens used in
Total,' and'% Nominal' are provided for each Global Risk Management
component. The risk number is the frequency - Displays the nominal risk associated with
of occurrence for that initiator. For instance, the plant
the risk of core damage occurring in this - Displays the risk values for the selected
example may be 74 E-6 per year by a dual loss Iunavailable'equipment
of off-site power. Since this number may be - Allows for printing of the current screen
meaningless to an operator, the Total' is . Provides access for on-line help
also provided. Sin-dlar information is displayed
if the user wishes to view 'Risk Dominant This proposed maintenance display analyzes
Components.' the risk associated with performing proposed

maintenance on the items typed I"' on the main
RETURN To SERVICE MAINTENANCE screen. The resulting risk value assumes the
DisPLAY item list for proposed maintenance is

unavailable in addition to those items selected
The major features are as follows: as unavailable on the main screen. The result is

a listing of items by the least increase in risk to
• Allows the user to prioritize return to the largest increase in risk. If taking an item

service maintenance based on risk out for maintenance results in a high or
• Allows access to other screens used in unacceptable risk, the user is notified either by

Global Risk Management a separate dialog box or by highlighting the
• Displays the nominal risk associated with case in the appropriate color code.

the plant
• Displays the risk values for the selected 5.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

unavailable equipment
• Allows for printing of the current screen The Global Risk Management system in its
• Provides access for on-line help current configuration is an outstanding tool for

nuclear power plants in light of the forth-
The return to service maintenance display coming regulations. However, two additional
provides the user with a prioritized list of return features are planned which will make the tool
to service maintenance actions. If two or more invaluable for power plants.
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First, the ability exists in many power plants to
gather information directly from the plant
computers. When an expert recognition system
is added, Global Risk Management can
determine the availability of each super-
component modeled in the PRA. This
automatic determination of availability will
enable Global Risk Management to maintain a
log of the plant's risk history over long periods
of time and determine which components are
having a significantly adverse affect on risk.
This historical trending of risk will be
displayed in a separate window, where the user
can view, modify, and store historical plant
risk configurations.

Also, since the possibility exists that a risk
calculation is not stored in the database, Global
Risk Management is being integrated with an
analysis code that can automatically perform
risk scenarios that are requested by the user but
not stored in the database. Once the
calculations are performed, the results are
stored in the database. Since most risk
calculations take anywhere from several
minutes to an hour to perform, this feature will
ensure that requested analyses are added to the
extensive database.
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